Fundamental motor patterns of the mammalian fetus.
Techniques that permit direct observation of fetuses in vivo recently have expanded our understanding of prenatal behavioral development in mammals. Although fetal motor activity seems to lack the dynamic, goal-directed character of postnatal behavior, the dimensions that define behavioral organization after birth are applicable to the movements expressed by fetuses. Fetal activity exhibits temporal, sequential, and spatial organization that emerges between the inception of movement and term. Fetal rodents, for example, exhibit coordinated motor patterns antecedent to postnatal righting, locomotion, suckling, maternal-infant communication and grooming behavior, while other action patterns appear to be functional adaptations to the intrauterine niche. Fetuses also are behaviorally responsive to sensory stimulation and changes in environmental conditions in utero. Expression of these behavioral properties emphasizes continuity between prenatal and postnatal life while implying an adaptive role for behavior before birth.